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Protocol entities, in communication protocols, behave under sets of communication 
rules (protocols). Thus, it is desirable to concentrate on the design of one protocol entity 
and generate the corresponding protocol entity automatically by exploiting the communi
cation rules. A protocol is desired tobe formal, precise and unambiguous, in other words, 
it is described using FDTs (Formal Description Techniques). In this paper, we propose 
a protocol synthesis algorithm in which a peer protocol entity is generated from a single 
given entity. Unlike previous works, where FSMs (Finite State Machines) were used to 
synthesize partial protocols, we use LOTOS, which is one of FDTs developed by ISO, in 
our proposed synthesis algorithm. We prove that the resultant protocol consisting of the 
given entity and the generated peer entity is logica! errors free, collectively represented 
as deadlock free, if the given entity is in certain forms which. are natural in the context of 
communication protocols. We also present that the protocol is bisimulated by both the 
given entity and the peer entity to show that the protocol maintains the behaviours of 
the entities. 
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1. Introduction 

Communication protocols play a central role in the distributed computing and computer 
networks for their proper operations. It has been always desired to ha ve formal, precise, 
unambiguous and correct protocols, for which Formal Description Techniques (FDTs) 
such as Estelle [1], LOTOS [2] and SDL [3] have been developed and standardized. 

In order to ensure the correctness of communication protocols, protocol design tech
niques are provided to protocol designers. Typical techniques to support the design of 
reliable error free protocols are (1) analytic method [4], [5], [6], [7]; (2) synthetic method 
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12],[13]. In (1), a pre-designed protocol is analyzed to detect and cor
rect errors iteratively until the protocol satisfies the properties for correctness. In (2), a 
partially specified protocol design is completed such that interactions between its entities 
proceeds without errors and provide a set of services. The advantage of (2) is that no 
further verification or validation is required as in (1). 
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Specifications of entities in communication protocols are related to each other as they 
communicate with each other under sets of communication rules. By exploiting this 
relationship, it is possil;>le to construct a corresponding peer entity from a given entity (9], 
thus a protocol designer can concentrate on a single entity. 

In this paper, we propose a synthesis algorithm in which from a given entity, speci
fied as communicating processes in LOTOS, we automatically generate a corresponding 
peer entity, which is also specified as communicating processes, in LOTOS, such that the 
resulting protocol is deadlock free, w hich will be explained in detail in section 3.2. A com
municating process is defined inductively in section 3.1 and is natural for communicating 
entities providing services to their users. Most of the previous works on synthesis of partial 
protocol specifications are carried out based on Finite State Machines (FSMs). The main 
advantages of LOTOS over FSMs are; concurrency [14], which is one of the behaviours 
in communication system that can be expressed in LOTOS but not in FSMs. States of 
a system specified in LOTOS are implicit and in FSMs explicit, thus state explosion can 
occur in the synthesis of protocol specifications of a large system in FSMs. 

The idea presented in this paper is the extention of (15]. In (15], a given entity is given 
a higher priority during the exchange of messages. When both entities send messages, 
the message sent by the higher priority entity is received by the lower priority entity (i.e. 
peer entity) and the mes"sage sent by the lower priority entity is lost. This is due to the 
fact that communicating gates are interpreted as half duplex buffer. In this paper, we 
consider the communicating gates as full duplex buffer thereby relaxing the priorities (no 
message is lost). Apart from proving the resulting protocol deadlock free, we also prove 
that the protocol model is bisimulated by both the given entity and the generated peer 
entity. Thus, it shows that the protocol maintains the behaviour of the entities. 

We will briefly review and compare previous related works. In (9], an entity satisfying 
certain given conditiona is specified in Petri nets which is then translated into FSMs. 
Using transformation rules, a peer FSM is generated which is then transformed into Petri 
nets. Transformation rules do not consider receiving loops. Considering receiving loops 
in protocols is very important. In this paper, we consider recursive behaviours which 
includea receiving loops also. Furthermore, if the given entity is large and complex, the 
resultant states of the FSMs can be large and difficult to handle. We avoid this by using 
LOTOS where sub-entities can be designed and combined by operators. [8] extends the 
transformation rules of [9] including receiving loops as components to synthesize partial 
protocols consisting of n entities by combining componenta. Basically, given in [8] is 
partial specifications of n entities and the result is the completion of the specifications 
by combining components. Though the approach is different from ours using FSMs, the 
formal proof of the correctness of the combination of components is not provided and thus, 
it is not known formally whether the combinations of componenta always satisfy the proof 
of correctness. In (16], a protocol service specification and n-1 entities are given and the 
entity n is constructed. Their limitation is that the notion of correctness does not capture 
some aspects such as potential deadlocks. Thus, an entity satisfying the automatically 
generated specification may cause deadlocks. 

This pa per is organized as follows. Following the Introduction, section 2 gives an outline 
of LOTOS, section 3 presents protocol model in LOTOS, errors in protocol specifications 
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and some definitions. Section 4 discusses the details of the proposed synthesis algorithm. 
Section 5 presents a simple application example using the proposed algorithm. Section 6 
concludes the paper. 

2. LOTOS 

LOTOS (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specificat ion) is an FDT (Formal Description 
Technique) developed by ISO (International Organization for Standardization) [2] for the 
formal description of distributed systems. A distributed system, specified in LOTOS, 
consists of a number of processes interacting with each other. A process in LOTOS 
is considered as an abstract entity which is capable of performing interna[ actions and 
communicates with other processes via communication actions by synchronizing at points 
called gates. An action or an event is considered atomic (i.e. not divisible in time). 
Throughout this paper, Jet A denote a finite set of actions which are externally observable 
and controllable. An interna! action which can't be externally observed is represented as 
i and Jet Act = AU {i}. Act* denotes the set of ali sequences of actions and we write c 
as the empty sequence. t is the resulting sequence of actions t where i is removed. 

In LOTOS, the behaviour expression of a process is defined by stating the temporal 
relation of actions ( events) of the process. There are various LOTOS operators ( eg. 
prefix, choice) to form behaviour expressions and combine behaviour expressions to yield 
complex behaviour expressions. See [2] for these operators. The description of data 
structures and data values are based on the algebraic specification of abstract data types 
(ADTs) for actions involving in exchange of data. 

LOTOS has the following two semantic models: 

• Labei transition systems for behaviour expressions 

• Many sorted algebras for data types 

In this pa per, we are mainly concerned with behaviour expressions, thus labei transition 
systems. A labelled transition system is a state transition graph in which nodes represent 
states and edges represent state changes. This is formally defined as follows: 

Definition 2.1 (Labelled Transition System) A labelled transition system Lis a quadru
ple (S,A,T,s 0 ), where 

(1) Sis a nonempty set of states; 
(2) A is a subset of Act; 
(3) T ~ S x A x S is a transition relation; 
( 4) s0 E S is the initial state of L. O 

The transition relation defines the dynamic changes of states as actions are performed. 
For (s, a, s') E T, we normally write s ~ s' and this may be interpreted as "in the 
state s an action a can be performed and after the action the state moves to s"'. If 
t = a1a2 ... an E Act*, then 

• s _:. s' stands for s ~~ ... ~ s'. 
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• 8 ~ 81 stands for 8 ..!:~..!:~..!: ... ..!:~..!: 81• 

• 8 ~ stands for 8 ~ 81 for some 81 and }+ denotes the negation of 8 ~-

Based on the operational semantics given by the transition systems, a bi8imulation 
relation is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.2 (Bisimulation) Let L1 = (81,A1>T1,81o) and L2 = (82,A2,T2,820) be 
labelled transition systems. A binary relation R ~ 81 X 82 is a ( weak) bi8imulation if 
(81, 82) E R implies that, for all a E Act, 

(1) if 8 1 ...!; 8~ for some 8~, then 82 ~ 8~ and (8~, 8~) E R for some 8~; 

(2) if 82...!; 8~ for some s;, then s1 ~ s~ and (s~,s;) E R for some s~. 
L1 is bisimilar to L2 ( or L1 is bisimulated by L2) if ( s10, 820) E R for some bisimulation 

R o 

Define a relation ~ by 

~= U{R ~ 81 X 82 1 R: a bisimulation} 

Then, ~ is an equivalence relation and turns out to be the largest bisimulation. It is clear 
{rom the definition that L1 is bisimilar to L2 iff s1o ~ s2o· 

3. Communication Model and Definitions 

3.1. Discussion of Protocol Model in LOTOS 

A system in LOTOS is expressed as a set of processes and their gates. We will briefly 
describe the protocol model in LOTOS with conventional protocol terms and present some 
notations which0will be used throughout the paper. 

A protocol model, PM, in LOTOS is 5-tuple (P, Q, G, Gp, G9 ) (see Figure 1 ). P and Q 
are entities, processes in LOTOS. G is an abstraction of the lower layers (buffer in usual 
protocol terms). G, Gp and G9 are the gates at which actual exchange of messages occur 
between processes and their environments. Another view of looking at the gates is to 
treat them as buffers in which one process puts in messages in the buffer and another 
process takes out the messages from the buffer instantly. In fact, such an action is atomic 
as the putting the messages in the buffer and taking out the messages from the buffer is 
performed by synchronizing in an action. 

In [15], each gate is interpreted (realized) as a half duplex buffer, where synchronization 
actions for sending and receiving are handled (in a sense) in a single buffer. In such a 
case, when Up and U9 send messages at the same time, either the messages will collide 
causing a deadlock or the priority is given to one message causing another message to be 
lost as in [15]. We salve that problem by interpreting each gate as a full duplex buffer, 
the intuitive meaning of which is as shown in Figure 1. For example, G is interpreted in 
such a way that 9in is the gate at which P sends messages (ci) to Q ( and the gate at 
which Q receives messages ("d) from P) and 9out is the gate at which Q sends messages 
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('a) to P (and the gate at which P receives messages ('a) from Q). Similarly G" and 
Gq are interpreted. The communication between processes at the gate (interpreted as full 
duplex buffer) is by interleaving the sending processes and receiving processes which will 
be discussed in detail in section 4. 

In conventional protocol terms, G" and Gq are the service access points for the users 
U" and UQ, respectively. In LOTOS, G" and Gq are the sets of gates in which P and 
Q interact with the environments represented as the users U" and Uq, respectively. The 
environment of P is U" and Q and the environment of Q is Uq and P. In LOTOS, the 
PM is formally expressed as, 

specification PM[G", Gq] := 
behaviour hide G in PI[G]IQ 

endspec 

In this paper, we use a process and an entity in the same meaning. Gates and actions 
( events) are used as synonyms in LOTOS if data types are not used and we treat them 
interchangeably. 

1 UserUp 1 1 User Uq 

l Go 1 
ryt ::·tr1il!ly:~ 1 y~ 

1 1 

l Ga 1 
t ~t ::;h:llfl'!::,t~ 1 ~ 

l 1 
CI. 

PM 
Process P Process Q 

Figure 1. LOTOS protocol model 

In the behaviour expression of a system without data type in LOTOS, when processes 
synchronize, there is no notion of messages flow between processes. In this paper, we 
consider synchronizing actions as distinct messages and attach arrows to them to represent 
the directions of messages flow. Note that it is possible to replace each action by a single 
gate with message attached to it. For instance, 1l by g?x where x is any data variable. 
See [2] for details . We use the following notations to the rest of the discussion (see Figure 
1). 
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P : a given entity 
Q : the peer entity 

1d, 12l, ... E Gp : actions of type '!' representing messages from Up to P 
11l, /2l, ... E Gp : actions of type 'l' representing messages from P to Up 
.Bd,,82!, ... E Gq : actions of type '!'representing messages from Uq to Q 
.81l, .82l, ... E Gq : actions of type 'l' representing messages from Q to Uq 

â1, â2, ... E G : actions of type '--+' representing messages from P to Q 
a1, a2, ... E G : actions of type '+--' representing messages from Q to P 

Note that in the OSI context, actions occurring at the gate Gp and Gq can be interpreted 
as Service Primitives (SPs) and the actions occurring at the gate G as Protocol Data Units 
(PDUs). 

A protocol entity specification (e.g. P) in Figure 1 describes the behaviour of that 
entity with respect to its upper interface (Gp) and with respect to its lower interface 
(G). As far as the model in Figure 1 is concerned, we assume that a given entity P 
is expressed in terms of communicating processes. We assume that a communicating 
process is deterministic and the same synchronization action does not occur more than 
once. To define a communicating process, it is assumed that we have a denumerable set 
X of process variables. 

Definition 3.1 ( communicating process) A communicating process for a given entity 
is defined inductively as follows: 

(1) stop, exit, and a process variable x E X are communicating processes. 
(2) If P; (i E J) and P; (j E J) are communicating processes, then a process of the form 

(Liei!d;ai;P;) III (L:;eJlii"il;l;P;) is a communicating process \ where !;!;ai 
and li;; li l are called primitive components . 

(3) If P is a communicating process, then rec x.P is a communicating process, where 
xEX. 

In the same way, a communicating process for the peer entity is defined inductively as 
follows: 

(1) stop, exit, and a process variable x E X are communicating processes. 

(2) If Q; and Q; are communicating processes, then aprocess oftheform (L;e1 ai; ,B;l; Q;) 

III(L:;eJ .Bi!; li;; Q;) is a communicating process where ai; ,B;l and ,8;!; li; are called 
primitive components. 

(3) If Q is a communicating process, then rec x.Q is a communicating process, where 
X EX. o 

A communicating process rec x.P, sometimes called a recursive communicating process, 
is interpreted as a process x whose meaning is defined by the recursive equation x ~ P 
where any occurrence of x in P may be replaced by P itself. In a recursive process 
rec x.P, every occurrence of x in P is called bound. We say P is a scope of rec x in 
rec x.P. An occurrence of process variable which is not within any scope of rec x.P is 
called free. If every occurrence of any process variable in P is bound, P is called closed. 

1 For example, if 1 = 0, Li ei iiL; Cii; Pi can be interpreted as exit 
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Otherwise it is called open. For simplicity, we treat only communicating processes without 
mutual recursions as above. However, it is easy to extend it for the processes with mutual 
recursions. 

In [15], a given process is classified into sending process, i.e. LiEI ""(;!; 01; P;, receiv

ing process, i.e. L;EJ ti;; li j; P; and sending-receiving process, i.e. (LiEIIi!i 01; P;) [] 
(L;EJ ti;; "Y;i; P;). They are the special cases of the communicating process of the form 

(LiEI"Yi!;a1;P;) III (L;EJti:iil;i;P;) and can be obtained from it except the sending
receiving process which is implied here by interleaving sending and receiving processes. 
For instance, a sending procesa can be obtained when (L:;EJ ti;; l;i; P;) is empty in the 
above communicating procesa. The main advantages of the new formulation of a commu
nicating procesa in this paper are that it is more general than in [15], peer entity is also a 
communicating procesa whereas in [15] the peer entity is not a communicating process and 
the priority of entities is relaxed and thus no loss of messages during messages exchange 
between the entities. 

3.2. Logica! Errors in Protocol Specification 

Communication between processes in LOTOS is by means of synchronization in actions. 
If processes cannot synchronize in an action, then the resultant behaviour of processes 
is deadlock, a situation in which no further synchronization is possible in remaining ac
tions and communication between processes stops forever. We will explain the-intended 
meaning of deadlock using simple examples before defining it formally in Definition 3.2. 

Generally speaking, there are four types of logical errors which are well discussed spe
cially in FSM based model; 1) deadlock, 2) unspecified reception, 3) non-executable tran
sitions and 4) buffer overfl.ow. We do not consider the buffer overflow in our LOTOS 
model, because the buffer does not exist explicitly. We use the same example as in [15] 
to discuss the other 3 errors. Let P, Q, R, T, and S be processes. 

P = a; b; c; stop, Q = a; b; c; stop, R = a; c; b; stop 
T = a; b; d; stop, S = a; b; c; stop [] d; stop 

Now, consider the followings: 
PM1 = Pl[a,b,c]IR R:: a; stop, PM2 = Pl[a,b,c,d]IT R:: a; b;stop 
P M3 = Pl [a, b, c, dJIS R:: a; b; c; stop 

P M 1 is deadlock after executing the action a, because there are actions b, c and c, b in 
P and R, respectively, still to be executed, i.e. P and R cannot synchronize in the actions 
b and c. P M 2 can be considered unspecified reception, because after a; b are executed, P 
provides the c, but the peer process T refuses the c. Similarly T provides d but P refuses 
it. P M3 can be considered to be non-executable transition because the action d is never 
executed. 

Under the LOTOS model, every action has to be executed in a synchronous way. That 
is both processes have to provide the same action at the same time. Ali above 3 errors are 
due to the fact that one process provides an act ion but another procesa refuses to do that. 
So, from the "act ion execution" point of view, we collectively call the 3 errors deadlock. 

Definition 3.2 (Deadlock) Let PM = PI[G]IQ bea protocol model. PM is deadlock 
if there exist processes P'(Q') and a E Act such that 
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( 1) P _:. P' __c; ( Q _:. Q' __c;) for some t E Act* 
t' t' (2) For a.ny Q"(P") such that PM--+ P'I[G]IQ" (PM--+ P"i[GJIQ'), for some t' E Act* 

we have P'I[G]IQ" -J+ (P"i[G]IQ' -J+ ). 
In this case, we say that deadlock occurs at P' (Q') a.nd a is the non-executable action2 .D 

Now, we can formalize our protocol synthesis problem as follows: 

Given: The specification of an entity P, which is a given entity and is expressed as com
municating processes. 
Problem: Generate the specification of the peer entity Q, which is expressed as commu
nicating processes also, such that 

(1) PM = PI[G]IQ is deadlockfree. 

(2) P with a.n action of the form <a replaced by i; <a is bisimilar to hide pin PI[GJIQ, 
where p denotes the sequence of actions in Q of the form .Si and ,8!. 

(3) Q with an action of the form d replaced by i; d is bisimilar to hide .:Y in PI[GJIQ, 
where .:Y denotes the sequence of actions in P of the form IÎ and Il· 

In order to realize (2) and (3) we have to consider the semantica! meaning of entities' 
behaviours. For instance, the behaviour of P in (2) may be expressed in different form 
(i.e. <a is replaced by i; <ti") because for P, any messages sent by user Uq to Q seems 
invisible thus non-deterministic, i.e. it is not known to P which message is sent to Q by 
Uq and hence to P. In order to realize this non-determinism, we replace receiving actions 
of P, <a by i;<a. (See Theorem 4.2 for detail). 

4. Synthesis Algorithm 

In this section, we present the basic idea of the synthesis algorithm in order to generate 
the peer entity from a given entity. Before stating the algorithm in section 4.2, we give 
synthesis rules, which are used in the algorithm to generate the peer entity. 

4.1. Synthesis Rules 

We give here simple synthesis rules to generate the peer entity Q from a given entity of 
the simple form, Pt; P1 [] P2i P2, to improve the understanding of the synthesis algorithm. 
In the rules, we assume that Q1 and Q2 are the peer entities recursively generated from 
P1 and P2 , respectively. 

Synthesis Rules: 

Rule 1: lf Pt = 1d; lit, P2 = 12!; a; then Q = lit;.Bt j; Qt[] a;; .82Îi Q2 

Rule 2: li Pt = ~iltÎ, P2 = t2i12Î then Q = .Bd; ~; Qt[],Bd; t2; Q2 

In Rule 1, when P receives a message from its user and wants to send the message to 
the peer entity Q, Q receives the message and delivers the message to its user. In Rule 2, 
when P receives a message from Q and delivers the message to its user, then make Q such 
that it receives the message from its user and sends it to P. In rule 1, p1 and p2 are the 

2Note that a must be a synchronization action. 
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aending primitive componenta of P and generated ai; ,81 j and ~; .82 j are the receiving 
primitive componenta of Q. Similarly P1 and p2 in rule 2 are the receiving primitive 
componenta of P and .Bd; ~ and .Bd; ti; are the sending primitive componenta of Q. In 
the synthesis rules, for each 1! and 'YÎ there is .Bi and .B! reapectively. This is to show 
that the communication is end-to-end, i.e. U" to U9 and vice versa. The communication 
between P and Q and vice versa only is also possible by extending the rules. 

4.2. Synthesis Algorithm 

-------t---------------------------------: + 1 1 Decomposing into primitive components 1 peer(P) : 

1 primitive components of p ti primitive components of Q 1 : 

: (jliCI @ -~ QliCl riD' -~ 1 
1 1 

: s tbesis rules <2> 1 (3}1 Composing of primitive components 1 : 
-------------------f---------------------

/ outrt ) 
1 peer (âtity 1 

Figure 2. Outline of Proposed Protocol Syntheais Method 

The synthesis algorithm we will propose is based on the communication patterns dis
cussed in the previous section. The algorithm generates a peer entity from a given entity. 
Our algorithm takes care of any recursive behaviour of a given entity. 

The outline of the algorithm can be briefly sketched in the Figure 2. Basically, it ia a 
three steps procedure. In step (1), the communication patterns of the primitive compo
nenta of the given entity are checked and decomposed into primitive componenta. In step 
(2), the correaponding communication patterna of the primitive componenta of the peer 
entity are obtained by using synthesis rules. In step (3), the primitive componenta of the 
peer entity are composed together to obtain the complete peer entity. In the algorithm 
peeris thefunction (procedure) whose input is a given entity P. peerchecka the communi
cation pattern of primitive componenta of P recursively and generates the corresponding 
primitive componenta of Q according to synthesis rules. For example, peer(P) checks (aee 
Figure 2) the communication pattern of the primitive component Po, and generates the 
primitive component q0 of Q. peer(P1) checks p1 and generates q1 and so on until the 
whole structure (behaviour) of P is checked. The relationship between or compoaition of 
qo, q~, ... are handled by peer according to the relationship between Po,Pl, .... 
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Algorithm 4.1 (Synthesis Algorithm) 

procedure peer(P); 
begin 

case P of 

end 

stop: return stop; 
exit: return exit; 
x: return x; 

(L:;eii;!;af;P;) III (L:;eJt:iil;l;P;): 
return (L:;eJ af; ,B;Ţ;peer(P;)) III (L:;eJ ,8;!; tj;peer(P;)); 

recx.P: return recx.peer(P); 

(case 1) 
(case 2) 
(case 3) 
(case 4) 

(case 5) 

Note that any synchronized action appearing in the entity P also appears in the peer 
entity Q = peer(P). 

The synthesis algorithm has many advantages, e.g. (1) the peer entity is generated 
automatically, thus the protocol designer can concentrate on the design of the given 
entity; (2) the synthesis algorithm is easy to extend by considering other communication 
patterns; (3) safety properties of the protocol generated by the synthesis algorithm are 
satisfied (Theorem 4.1). 

A.3. Properties of the Synthesis Algorithm 
The peer entity is derived from a given entity by the Algorithm in such a way that 

the resulting protocol model is guaranteed to be deadlock free (Theorem 4.1) and is 
bisimulated by both the given entity and the generated peer entity (Theorem 4.2) stated 
as follows. 

Lemma 4.1 lf P;I[GJIQ; are deadlock free for alti E /, then the protocol model, P M = 
(L:iei/i!i af; P;)I[GJI(L:;ei af; ,B;Ţ; Q;) is deadlock free. 

Proof. Suppose that P;I[GJIQ; are deadlock free for ali i E /. The resulting protocol 
model is equivalently expanded as 

PM = :E 1';!; af; (P;I[GJI,B;l; Q;) 
iEI 

Since the process ,B;Ţ; Q; can always execute ,B;T in P;I[GJI,B;T; Q; (P; may be able to exe
cute some non-synchronized actions in P;I[GJI,B;T; Q;), if P;I[GJI,B;T; Q; is deadlock for some 
i then P;I[GJIQ; must be deadlock that contradicts the assumption. Thus, P;I[G]I,B;Ţ; Q; 
is deadlock free for ali i. Therefore, we can conclude that PM is deadlock free. O 

Lemma 4.2 Let P1 and P2 be processes having no synchronized actions in common with 
processes Q2 and Q1, respectively. lf protocol models P1 I[GJIQ1 and P2 I[GJIQ2 are deadlock 
free, then PM = (PliiiP2)1[GJI(QliiiQ2) is deadlockfree. 

Proof. If PM is deadlock, then either P1I[GJIQ1 or P2I[GJIQ2 must be deadlock. This 
contradicts the assumption. Thus, we get the lemma. O 
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Note: it is assumed that no synchronization actions are common between P1 and Q2, and 
P2 and Q1. 

Theorem 4.1 (syntactic property) Let Q = peer(P) be the peer entity of a given 
entity P obtained by the synthesis algorithm. Then P M = Pj[G]IQ is deadlock free. 

Proof. We show that PM = PI[G]IQ is deadlock free by structural induction on P, 
where Q = peer(P). In the base cases, i.e. P =stop, exit, or x for some variable x E X, 
the proof is trivial. 

Now suppose P = (Eiei'Yi!;ai;P;)I!!(EjeJt:ii'YiÎiPi)· In this case, the deadlock 
freeness of P M is derived by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. 

Suppose P = recx.P'(x). We will show that PM = recx.P'(x)I[G]Irecx.Q'(x) is 
deadlock free, where Q'(x) = peer(P'(x)). As the induction hypothesis, we assume that 
P'(x)I[G]IQ'(x) is deadlock free. Let P'(n)(x) be the entity P'(x) where the variable x 

is simultaneously unfolded n times according to the defining equation x ~ P'(x). Let 
Q'(nl(x) = peer(P'(n)(x)). The claim can be proved by showing that P'(nl(x)j[GJ!Q'(n)(x) 
is deadlock free by induction on n. 

For n = O, it is clear from the structural induction hypothesis. As for the inductive 
case, deadlock-freeness of P'(n+ll(x)j[GJIQ'(n+l)(x) is proved by contradiction. Suppose 
deadlock occurs at Rin P'(n+l)(x) = P'(P'(nl(x)) and a is a non-executable action. Recall 
that a is a synchronized action and any synchronized action appearing in P'(x) also 
appears in Q'(x ). From these basic properties of the algorithm, if R with the transition 
R ~ R' for someR' is in P'(x), then P'(x)I[GJIQ'(x) is deadlock. This contradicts the 
(structural) induction hypothesis. Otherwise, R turns out tobe in P'(n)(x), thus it is 
implied that P'(n)(x)j[GJIQ'(n)(x) is deadlock. This contradicts the induction hypothesis 
for n;:::: O. In the same way, occurrence of deadlock in Q'(n+ll(x) is denied. 

If PM = recx.P'(x)j[G]jrecx.Q'(x) is deadlock, then it naturally implies that 
P'(nl(x)j[G]IQ'(n)(x) is deadlock for some sufficiently large n ::::: O. Therefore, it is con
cluded that P M is deadlock free. D 

Theorem 4.2 (Semantic Property) Let Q = peer(P) be the peer entity of a given 
entity P obtained by the synthesis algorithm. Then the following semantic properties 
are satisfied, where P denotes the sequence fh j, ... , f3n j, f]d, ... , f3m! and .:Y denotes the 
sequence '/'l j, ... , 'I'n j, '/'d, ... , 'Ym! of non-synchronized actions appearing in P and Q 
respectively. 

(1) P ~ hide Pin Pj[GJIQ, where P is the resulting P with an action of the form 'a 
replaced by i;'a, i.e. P = P{i; 'a j'a} 

(2) Q ~ hide .:Yin Pj[GJJQ, where Q is the resulting Q with an action ofthe form d 
replaced by i;"d, i.e. Q = Q{i; d j"d}. 

Proof. 

We will just outline the proof of the theorem. We will just prove the property (1) by 
structural induction on P with the help of Figure 4 for simplicity. The property (2) can 
be proved similarly. For the base cases, i.e. P =stop, exit or x for some variable x E X, 
the proof is trivial. 
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Now suppose P = (E;ei""f;!; Cit; P;) III (E;eJ ~; ""f;i; P;). As the induction hypothesis, 
we assume that 
P; ~ hide /:J in P;I[G]IQ; for ali i E J, and P; ~ hide /:J in P;I[G]IQ; for all j E J , 
where Q; = peer(P;) and Q; = peer(P;). 

The graphs (a) and (b) in Figure 4 illustrate the initial parts of the labelled transition 
systems of P and Q respectively, where 

pC•) = Liei""fi!;lit;P;, p(r) = LjeJ~i"'Y;i;P; 
Q(r) = Liei l.it;/3; i; Q;, Q(•) = LjeJ .8;!; ~; Q;. 

For example, the node labelled with (o;;) in (a) in the Figure 4 indicates the process 
P; III P; and the path (a00)-+ (b;0 )-+ (e;;)-+ (h;;)-+ (o;;) indicates the transitions 

~ -+ 
P ~a+· R IIIP(r) ~a+· P: lll"~·j· p. '!4 a+·P.·IIIP· ~ P.·IIIP· t' ' t' t 13 ' 3 '' t J t J. 

The parts of the transition systems of P and PM = Pi[G]IQ are given by (c) and (d) 
respectively in Figure 4. 

Now, we will prove the equality, i.e. (1), for the inductive case, by showing that any 
process in (c), e.g. (e;;), is bisimilar to the corresponding process inside the rectangle in 
(d), e.g. (e;;,fo;), where all,B;j and .8;! are interpreted asi. 

To this end, we need the following claims. 
claim 1: 
(P; III f>;) ~ hide /:J in (P;III P;)i[GJI(Q; III Q;) (i.e. (o;; in f> ~ (o;;,o;;) in PM). 
claim 2a: 
hide /:J in (P; 111 pCrl)I[GJI(Q; 111 Q<•>) ~ hide /:J in (P; III pCrl)I[GJI(.B;i; Q; III Q<•>). 
(i.e.(d;., d;.) ~ (d;0 , b;.)). 
claim 2b 
hide /:J in (P; III p(rl)I[GJI(Q; III~; QC•l) Ri hide /:J in (P; III p(rl)i[GJI(,B;j; Q; III~; QC•l) 
(i.e. ( d;., 9ii) ~ ( d;., e;;)). 
claim 2c: 
hide /:J in (P; III ""f;i; P;)I[GJI(Q; III Q;) Ri hide /:J in (.P; III ""f;i; P;)I[GJI(,B;j; Q; III Q;). 
(i.e.(g;;, o;;) Ri (gij, h;;)). 
claim 2d: 
hide /:J in (P; III P;)I[G]I(Q; III Q;) Ri hide /:J in (P; III P;)I[GJI(,B;j; Q; III Q;). 
(i.e.(o;;, o;;)~ (o;;, h;;)). 

Claim 1 can be verified by the induction hypothesis and the fact that P; ( P;) and Q; ( Q i) 
ha ve no actions in common. The proofs of claim 2a to claim 2d are easy, so omitted. 

It remains to check the other inductive case, i.e. the case for an entity of the form 
recx.P'. For this case, in the same style as we have done for the recursive case in the 
proof of the previous theorem, the equality can be proved by showing that P'(nl(x) ~ 
hide /:J in P'("l(x)I[G]IQ'(nl(x) holds by induction on n. 

For n = O, it is clear from the structural induction hypothesis. As for the inductive case, 
the equality pt(n+ll(x) Ri hide/:linP'(n+ll(x)I[G]IQ'(n+ll(x) is implied by the (structural) 
induction hypothesis, the induction hypothesis for n ~ O, and basic properties for the 
operation hide, where we use the same notations as in the previous proof. 
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Now, suppose recx.P' ~ hide,Binrecx.P'(x)I[G]Irecx.Q'(x), then from the definition 
of bisimilarity we ha ve that P'(nl(x) ~ hide ,Sin P'(nl(x )I[G]IQ'(nl(x) for some su:fficiently 
large n. But, this contradicts the above statement. Therefore, the equality must be 
satisfied. O 

4.4. An Application Example of the Protocol Synthesis Algorithm 

As an example, we apply the synthesis algorithm to the small portion of simplified 
version of the protocol handler of the Transport Layer [17). We have omitted the detail 
specifications and are contained in [17]. The protocol handler has two entities, a calling 
entity and a called entity. Entities exchange messages in three phases, connection phase, 

data phase and disconnect phase. A~ter the connection is established successfully, the 
entities enter data phase. During t'he data phase the entities can be disabled by the 
disconnect phase. We just state the sequential composition (~) and the disabling ([>) 
LOTOS operators, which are used to combine the different phases, due to the lack of 
space. We use notations given in section 3.1 to denote primitives (service primitives 
(SPs) and protocol data units (PDUs)) used in the Transport Layer. We use the following 
ab breviations: 

For SPs, ConReq! : '/'d,ConCnfi : ')'2j,Disinj ')'3j,DatReq! '/'4!,Datinj 

'/'5 j, DisReq! : 'Yd· 

The given entity, P, is calling entity. Due to the space, we do not write the full 
descriptions of the entities i.e. reserved words, gate names etc., instead we write it in 
equation forms. The phases of the given entity are as follows (Note, P = ConnecLPhaseY 
~ (DataYhase_P [> Disconnect_PhaseY) where) ; 

ConnectYhaseY = ')'11; ai;(~; '/'2 j; exit[)~; '/'3 j;ConnecLPhaseY) 

DataYhase_P = ')'4!; iit;Data_PhaseY III~; '/'5 j;DataYhaseY 

DisconnectYhaseY = '/'6!; ~; exit III~; '/'3 j; exit 
The algorithm is applied to each phase of P to generate the corresponding phase of 

peer ( called) entity, Q. Here, we apply the algorithm to the ConnecLPhase_P of the 
given entity and generate the ConnecLPhase_Q of the peer entity. The application of the 
algorithm is shown as follows; 

ConnectYhase_Q = peer(ConnectYhaseY) 

from (case 5) = (rec x.peer('l'd; ai;(~; ')'2 j; exit[)~; ')'3j; x))) 

from (case4) = recx.ai;,81 j;peer((~i'/'2i;exit[)~;'/'ai;x)) 
from (case 4) = recx.ai; ,Bd; (,82 !; ~; peer( exit)[],Ba!; ~; peer(x )) 

from (case 2) = recx.ai; ,81j; (,82 !; ~; exit[),83!; ~;peer(x)) 
from (case 3) = recx.ai; ,Bd; (,82 !; ~; exit[),Bal; ~; x) 

The result is: ConnectYhase_Q =ai; ,81 j; (,82 !; li;; exit[),Bal; ~; ConnecLPhase_Q) 
Other phases of the peer entity can be generated similarly. 

We show the Labelled Transition Systems of ConnecLPhaseY and ConnectYhase_Q 
in Figure 3. 
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Connection Phase of given entity P Connection Phase of peer entity Q 

Connect_Phase_P Connect_Phase_Q -CR ConReq+ 

-CR Conlnf 

DisReq+ 

ConCnff Disln f -DR 

exit Connect_Phase_P exit Connect_Phase_Q 

Figure 3. Labelled Transition Systems of Connection Phases of P and Q 

5. Conclusions 

We proposed a protocol synthesis algorithm, which is an extention of [15], to generate 
the peer entity from a given single entity. The specifications of entities are in LOTOS. 
We also proposed the definition of deadlock which is different from the deadlock defined in 
the protocol synthesis based on FSMs. The synthesized protocol is proved to be deadlock 
free if the given entity is expressed as communicating processes, which are natural for 
communicating entities. We also presented a bisimilarity between the given entity and 
the synthesized protocol and also the generated peer entity and the synthesized protocol. 
It shows that the generated protocol coincides with the behaviour of the given entity 
and the generated peer entity. The protocol synthesis procedure we have presented is 
applicable to every structure of protocollayer which provides services to its upper layer. 
To show the effectiveness of the proposed synthesis algorithm, we have applied it to a 
simplified vers ion of the protocol handler of the Transport Layer. 

The proposed synthesis algorithm checks the structure or communication patterns of the 
given entity and generates the corresponding structure of the peer entity using synthesis 
rules. Thus, the proposed synthesis procedure can be extended by considering other more 
complicated communication patterns and thus making the protocol design a flexible one. 
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Yit__Jaoo) i 

-->: (bio 0~ ~-1" a') -:-a., ~ , ,. 00 ~ 

(diO ~ a':' (bio "'<ţ Y;J. ... -G""(coj) Yjt 
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(c) p (oij ) 

(d) PM = p I[GJI Q 

Figure 4. Proofs of Theorem 4.2 
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